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                    Moving Companies
                
                
                    Our teams will treat your possessions like they would their own, ensuring that the greatest care and diligence is taken.
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                    Man With a Van
                
                
                    Our Man With a Van drivers will treat your belongings with the utmost care and diligence, as if they were their own.
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                    TradeMe Delivery
                
                
                    Get your heavy-large TradeMe purchase picked up and delivered by our movers anywhere in NZ.
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                    Furniture Removals
                
                
                    Our teams will treat your possessions like they would their own, ensuring that the greatest care and diligence is taken.
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                    Piano Move
                
                
                    Moving a piano requires the expertise to ensure is kept safe and protected on the road.
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                    Car Transport
                
                
                    Our professional car transport teams from across New Zealand are the best at what they do.
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                    Motorbike Transport
                
                
                    Our pros take everything into consideration when ensuring the safety and well-being of your bike.
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                    Boat Transport
                
                
                    Our transport teams will ensure your boats will be delivered safely, efficiently and on time.
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                    Pet Transport
                
                
                    During the transport our teams will ensure full care, well-being and friendliness as if they were our own.
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            Rated 
            9.7
            out of
            27,270 reviews
        

        
            
                All NZ's  moving companies in one platform
                — competing for your delivery request
            

                        Giving you the best fixed prices and keeping your delivery costs low.

        


        
            
                
                    
    
    
        
                            What are you moving?
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                            — purchase pickup from trademe.co.nz

                        

                    
                
	
                        
                            Item 

                             — furniture, electronic, antique, box, vehicle part etc.

                        

                                                    	
                                        
                                             — Furniture 

                                            sofa, table, bed, bookcase, chest, drawer etc.

                                        

                                    
	
                                        
                                             — Item 

                                            packed item, electronic, bicycle, box etc.

                                        

                                    


                                            
	
                        
                            Move 

                             — home move, office move, storage move

                        

                                                    	
                                        
                                             — Home 

                                            

                                        

                                    
	
                                        
                                             — Office 

                                            

                                        

                                    
	
                                        
                                             — Storage 

                                            

                                        

                                    


                                            
	
                        
                            Vehicle 

                             — car, motorcycle, RV, truck and other motor vehicles

                        

                                                    	
                                        
                                             — Car 

                                            sedan, minivan, 4x4, pickup, sports car, coupe etc.

                                        

                                    
	
                                        
                                             — Motorcycle 

                                            chopper, superbike, moped, scooter etc.

                                        

                                    
	
                                        
                                             — Other vehicle 

                                            truck, bus, RV, tractor and other motor vehicles and etc.

                                        

                                    


                                            
	
                        
                            Boat 

                             — powerboat, sailboat, houseboat, jet ski, watercraft etc.

                        

                                            
	
                        
                            Piano 

                             — grand piano, upright piano, digital piano etc.

                        

                                            
	
                        
                            Animal 

                             — pet, livestock

                        

                                                    	
                                        
                                             — Pet 

                                            cat, dog, bird, horse, etc

                                        

                                    
	
                                        
                                             — Livestock 

                                            sheep, cattle, deer. etc

                                        

                                    


                                            
	
                        
                            Junk 

                             — junk clearance, rubbish removal etc.

                        

                                            
	
                        
                            Other 

                             — heavy, farm equipment, construction material etc.
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                    What do our customers say?

        
                    For our movers, no job is too big or too small. No matter what you need to transport, our team will get it there door-to-door at an affordable price.

        
        

                                        
                                    
                                    
                        
                            $215
                        


                        
                        
                            
                                Sofa
                            

                            
                                
                                    Hamilton
                                

                                
                                    Devonport, Auckland
                                

                            

                        

                    


                                                                        
                                
                                    
                                        10
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Kayla
                                        

                                                                                    
                                                Reviewed 1 hour ago
                                            

                                                                                                                    

                                

                                
                                    great service and communication! efficient and professional
                                
                            

                                                                                
                                            
                                    
                                    
                        
                            $1,999
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                                Storage move
                            

                            
                                
                                    Hei Hei, Christchurch
                                

                                
                                    Hamilton Central, Hamilton
                                

                            

                        

                    


                                                                        
                                
                                    
                                        10
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Daniel
                                        

                                                                                    
                                                Reviewed 10 hours ago
                                            

                                                                                                                    

                                

                                
                                    Storage unit from Christchurch to Hamilton - guys were legendary, went above and beyond to help out and get it done. Definitely recommend
                                
                            

                                                                                
                                            
                                    
                                    
                        
                            $480
                        


                                                    [image: 2 x 2 seater Leather Chesterfield Sofas]
                        
                        
                            
                                2 x 2 seater Leather Chesterfield Sofas
                            

                            
                                
                                    Huapai
                                

                                
                                    Tawa, Wellington
                                

                            

                        

                    


                                                                        
                                
                                    
                                        10
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Jamin
                                        

                                                                                    
                                                Reviewed 11 hours ago
                                            

                                                                                                                    

                                

                                
                                    Excellent service as always! Thanks
                                
                            

                                                                                
                                            
                                    
                                    
                        
                            $1,250
                        


                        
                        
                            
                                3 bedroom house move
                            

                            
                                
                                    Te Atatū South, Auckland
                                

                                
                                    Wattle Downs, Auckland
                                

                            

                        

                    


                                                                        
                                
                                    
                                        10
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Pieter
                                        

                                                                                    
                                                Reviewed 12 hours ago
                                            

                                                                                                                    

                                

                                
                                    Fantastic service for anyone looking for reliable and efficient movers.
                                
                            

                                                                                
                                            
                                    
                                    
                        
                            $670
                        


                        
                        
                            
                                2 x couches
                            

                            
                                
                                    Tauranga
                                

                                
                                    Scarborough, Christchurch
                                

                            

                        

                    


                                                                        
                                
                                    
                                        10
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Michelle
                                        

                                                                                    
                                                Reviewed 13 hours ago
                                            

                                                                                                                    

                                

                                
                                    excellent to deal with.
                                
                            

                                                                                
                                            
                                    
                                    
                        
                            $199
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                                Cross Trainer, Infiniti VG30 Elliptical Crosstrainer
                            

                            
                                
                                    Te Atatū South, Auckland
                                

                                
                                    Laingholm, Auckland
                                

                            

                        

                    


                                                                        
                                
                                    
                                        10
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Ashleigh
                                        

                                                                                    
                                                Reviewed 14 hours ago
                                            

                                                                                                                    

                                

                                
                                    Great communication and punctuality.
                                
                            

                                                                                
                                            
                                    
                                    
                        
                            $750
                        


                        
                        
                            
                                Motorcycle Triumph Bobber
                            

                            
                                
                                    Whakatane
                                

                                
                                    Waikuku Beach
                                

                            

                        

                    


                                                                        
                                
                                    
                                        10
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Shane
                                        

                                                                                    
                                                Reviewed 16 hours ago
                                            

                                                                                                                    

                                

                                
                                    Good communication throughout transaction, would definitely use again.
                                
                            

                                                                                
                                            
                                    
                                    
                        
                            $120
                        


                        
                        
                            
                                Couch
                            

                            
                                
                                    Penrose, Auckland
                                

                                
                                    Greenlane, Auckland
                                

                            

                        

                    


                                                                        
                                
                                    
                                        10
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Debby
                                        

                                                                                    
                                                Reviewed 16 hours ago
                                            

                                                                                                                    

                                

                                
                                    I booked in a request, picked up and delivered within 3 hours. Amazing and friendly team, would definitely recommend. Thanks guys!
                                
                            

                                                                                
                                            
                                    
                                    
                        
                            $550
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                                Ford transit
                            

                            
                                
                                    Glenholme, Rotorua
                                

                                
                                    Greerton, Tauranga
                                

                            

                        

                    


                                                                        
                                
                                    
                                        10
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Sharon
                                        

                                                                                    
                                                Reviewed 17 hours ago
                                            

                                                                                                                    

                                

                                
                                    Excellent job  thank you for  being  so helpful
                                
                            

                                                                                
                                            
                                    
                                    
                        
                            $830
                        


                        
                        
                            
                                Motorcycle Moto Guzzi V50 Monza
                            

                            
                                
                                    Ruakākā
                                

                                
                                    Burwood, Christchurch
                                

                            

                        

                    


                                                                        
                                
                                    
                                        10
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Keith
                                        

                                                                                    
                                                Reviewed 17 hours ago
                                            

                                                                                                                    

                                

                                
                                    Excellent stuff!  And Caleb, the driver; - he does the company proud - would have him back on the job any day!
                                
                            

                                                                                
                                            
                                    
                                    
                        
                            $875
                        


                        
                        
                            
                                2 bedroom flat move
                            

                            
                                
                                    Taita, Lower Hutt
                                

                                
                                    Brooklyn, Wellington
                                

                            

                        

                    


                                                                        
                                
                                    
                                        10
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Vanessa
                                        

                                                                                    
                                                Reviewed 18 hours ago
                                            

                                                                                                                    

                                

                                
                                    We highly recommend Big Camel Removals. Great communication, very professional and high quality service!
                                
                            

                                                                                
                                            
                                    
                                    
                        
                            $320
                        


                        
                        
                            
                                Queen bed and base
                            

                            
                                
                                    Rangiora
                                

                                
                                    Johnsonville, Wellington
                                

                            

                        

                    


                                                                        
                                
                                    
                                        10
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Jane
                                        

                                                                                    
                                                Reviewed 19 hours ago
                                            

                                                                                                                    

                                

                                
                                    I've never used Wise Move before, but couldn't be more pleased with choosing this mover. Great communication, fair pricing and great care of our as new bed and mattress collected from just out of Christchurch and delivered to Wellington. Would definitely choose them again :  )
                                
                            

                                                                                
                                            
                                    
                                    
                        
                            $150
                        


                        
                        
                            
                                Motorcycle Honda Cbr125r 2007
                            

                            
                                
                                    Palmerston North
                                

                                
                                    Picton
                                

                            

                        

                    


                                                                        
                                
                                    
                                        10
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Oliver
                                        

                                                                                    
                                                Reviewed 19 hours ago
                                            

                                                                                                                    

                                

                                
                                    impressed with how easy n quick the delivery was, sirpassed my expectations. definitely recommend 🙏
                                
                            

                                                                                
                                            
                                    
                                    
                        
                            $1,995
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                                Motor boat
                            

                            
                                
                                    Whitianga
                                

                                
                                    Christchurch
                                

                            

                        

                    


                                                                        
                                
                                    
                                        10
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Rik
                                        

                                                                                    
                                                Reviewed 22 hours ago
                                            

                                                                                                                    

                                

                                
                                    Exalent communication throughout the entire process,
Mike and Grant where exalent to deal with going the extra mile.
wouldn't hesitate to use again 
cheers
Rik
                                
                            

                                                                                
                                    


        

                            Load more

            
                                                Read all our 27,270 reviews
                                    

    


    

    
                    We go above and beyond

        
                    We’ve set a new standard for thorough and thoughtful service.

            


    
        
        
            
                
                    9.7
                

                
                    
                        Exceptional
                    

                    
                        Based on 27,270 reviews
                    

                

            

        


        
            
                Excellent

                


                24,783

            

            
                Great

                


                2,065

            

            
                Average

                


                256

            

            
                Poor

                


                166

            

        

    



    

            One seamless experience

    
            Our teams will treat your possessions like they would their own, ensuring that the greatest care and diligence is taken.

    
    

        
        
            
            
            
        
            
            
            
        
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        
            
            
        
            
        
            
            
        
            
            
            
                    
            
            
        
            
            
            
        
            
            
            
        
            


        
        
        
            
        
            
        
            
                                                        
            
                
                    Moving handled with care
                

                
                    The pristine condition of your possessions is our highest priority, whatever they are and wherever they’re going.
                

                
                    
                        [image: ]
                        Moving handled with care

                        Our experienced movers are known for having a trusted work ethic and have earned a reputation as some of New Zealand’s most reliable moving companies.

                        We understand that every move is unique, so finding the best solution for your move is paramount. Once you have created a request, we reach out to moving companies relevant to your specifications and work tirelessly to provide the best possible moving experience.

                        We make sure to work with movers that always go the extra mile. Whether you need packing materials or just want to work with a team that will ensure your moving day goes as smoothly as possible, our furniture removal teams have got you covered.

                        No matter what you need to move, we can help. Whether you need a singular item shifted across town or a home moved across the country. We have teams of experienced and skilled movers who can help with your relocation promptly and efficiently.

                        Our movers do the heavy lifting and loading of large items, so you never have to lift a finger. As expert removalists, you can rest assured that your possessions are in good hands. Our movers take care to stack your boxes and furniture in a way that ensures the integrity of your content and its packaging. Our trucks and vans are filled to maximise space and minimise damage.

                        To get the most out of your move, avoid overfilling your boxes. Each box should weigh less than 20kg. This will help prevent heavy boxes from sinking or squashing other items. Got heavy items that have to be boxed up? No worries! Label these boxes as HEAVY. Our movers will use these items as a base layer to keep your more delicate items protected. Boxes containing plates, glasses and other fragile items, should have FRAGILE clearly displayed on the side and top.

                        While there are many items we can move, there are some items we can’t transport for you. These include hazardous materials, explosives, firearms, illegal substances, expensive jewellery, cash for travel, perishable and frozen goods. While it may be tempting to include these items without the knowledge of your movers, for their safety, please adhere to these rules.

                    

                

            

                                                                                        
        
            
                Fully equipped
            

            
                All our movers come fully equipped with trolleys, blankets, toolboxes, and other necessary equipment.
            

            
                
                    [image: ]
                    Fully equipped

                    Our removal teams are highly skilled when it comes to moving large, unique or unusual items. We’ve safely moved everything from safes to
                    cars,
                    boats,
                    motorcycles,
                    gun cabinets,
                    pets
                    and
                    pianos.

                    No matter what your move requires, our teams of removalists have the equipment and skill to move it safely. We do it all, from lifting large, heavy or awkwardly-shaped pieces of furniture, to manoeuvring items along narrow hallways and up multiple flights of stairs. Do you have a piano that needs to be moved into a second-floor room? Our movers can use hoist hire to make light work of your move.

                    We will also make sure your home is protected during the move. Special care is taken to protect your carpets, wooden floors, bannisters and doors prior to moving your furniture.

                    With so much choice at your fingertips, finding a van or truck to suit your move is simple. Our mover teams come equipped with everything from small-medium-sized transit vans to cargo trucks with storage totalling 30 cubic meters. We find the right vehicle for your needs, ensuring a smooth, efficient delivery no matter where in New Zealand your goods need to go.

                

            

        

                                                                                                            
        
            
                7 days / week
            

            
                Our service can be tailored to your needs on any day of the week, including public holidays and overnight transportation.
            

            
                
                    [image: ]
                    7 days / week

                    We know that often, your schedule might mean you only have a short window for your big move. Because of that, we always make sure our removal teams are as available as possible to suit your needs, working wherever you need them to get your removals on the go.

                    Unlike many removal teams, we have professionals available for removals every day of the week, from Monday to Sunday, with times to match your calendar. Advanced booking is always recommended, but we’ll always try to accommodate wherever we can.

                    Thinking of moving but worried about public holidays? Don’t be! Our teams are even available across most public holidays too. Just let us know your plans and we’ll try our best to work something out with your professional of choice.

                    Whatever you need, it’s our job to get things done to your satisfaction – wherever you’re going, whenever it’s needed.

                

            

        

                                                                                    
            
                
                    Customisable service
                

                
                    Our service is customisable to your needs, with options for loading, unloading, disassembling and assembling.
                

                
                    
                        [image: ]
                        Customisable service

                        No one move is the same – every customer has their own unique needs, and it’s our responsibility to work to those requirements.

                        Our movers offer a full service to those looking for convenience and ease – including everything from packing and loading, through to unpacking on the other side. You’ll get to make the big move to your new home or office, safe in the knowledge that the entire process has been taken care of by our experts.

                        It’s not just the moving and unpacking though; Wise Move professionals can also assist with all of the smaller, fiddly jobs that come hand in hand with removals. From disconnecting washing machines and securing electrical wiring, to preparing pianos and other instruments for moving, our specialists have the tools and know-how to get you and your possessions set.

                        On the other side, after unpacking, they’ll be happy to reinstall white goods through the new property where we can so that you can get settled into your new home with as little hassle as possible. That’s what it’s all about.

                        Better yet, our removal teams can also include a clearance service as part of your quote. This service sees them remove any unwanted belongings from your home and dispose of them responsibly – repurposing and recycling where possible to ensure sustainability.

                        As with all of our other services, it’s best to let us know in advance of the move exactly what you need, so that we can match you with the right people and tools for the job. If you have any questions about anything we can offer, just ask!

                    

                

            

                                                                                        
        
            
                Single item delivery
            

            
                It’s not all about the big moves, sometimes you just need reliable removal teams to take care of one single delivery.
            

            
                
                    [image: ]
                    Deliveries for single items

                    From instruments to antiques, heirlooms to motorbikes, and wardrobes to sofas, we handle all kinds of single item deliveries for your ease and convenience with our single item delivery Man With a Van drivers.

                    Our removal teams have bags of experience. They’ll know exactly how to pack, store and move your item, no matter how valuable it is – and they’ll work with you closely to understand what your expectations and specifications are.

                    Your Wise Move mover will be friendly and accommodating, helping you package your item and loading it onto the appropriate vehicle from our fleet.

                    And when it comes to deadlines and locations, you can trust our people to hit any date, wherever it is in New Zealand. Just give them a time and a place and they’ll do everything we can to deliver on time.

                    For deliveries that hit the mark, go with Wise Move.

                

            

        

                                                                                                            
        
            
                100% customer satisfaction
            

            
                With over 27,270 reviews and a 9.7-rating our skilled pros from locations all over NZ are the best at what they do.
            

            
                
                    [image: ]
                    100% customer satisfaction

                    Everything we do is focused on creating a smooth and hassle-free moving experience for our customers. We’ve worked hard to build a platform that delivers on that promise at every stage of the process.

                    Because of that, our business has earned a 9.7 rating, with 27,270 reviews from loyal customers.

                    In addition, our business is rated 5-stars with over 2,500 reviews on Google Reviews.

                    But it’s not just our reviews that set us apart. Over 85% of our service clients have passed our details onto their families and friends, thanks to the service we supplied to them.

                    Wherever we can, we’ll also take all feedback into consideration – we’re always constantly improving the way we do things to give back to our customers and employees. It’s what keeps us at the top of our game.

                

            

        

                                                                                                            
        
            
                Book easily online
            

            
                Schedule when it works for you — as early as today. Choose a mover, pick a date and away you go.
            

            
                
                    [image: ]
                    Book easily online

                    It's simple and easy to create a booking online with Wise Move. With just one enquiry, you get access to a range of trusted, reliable movers without doing any leg work. Save yourself time and hassle, and book your move online now.

                    Finding a mover is easy. We ask all the right questions to ensure we know what you’re moving, where you’re moving from and to, and what types of items are involved in your move. To make finding the perfect mover for your big day even easier, you can add photos and specifications of your shipment to your request. This information helps our movers give accurate quotes and ensures nothing is missed.

                    Once you’ve set up your moving request, you’ll start to receive quotes from our vetted and verified movers relevant to your move specification and area.

                    Before accepting their quote you can compare prices and get to know each mover by reading previous customer feedback.

                    From here, simply pick your preferred moving company to arrange collection and delivery.

                    There’s no obligation for the quotes you will receive, so you can take your time deciding on the right removalist for your needs.

                

            

        

                                                                                                            
        
            
                Anywhere in New Zealand
            

            
                We have movers ready to deliver your items anywhere in NZ from coast to coast to the deep south and the far north.
            

            
                
                    [image: ]
                    Anywhere in New Zealand

                    With the largest movers network in New Zealand, we assist families and individuals with cross-country moves and deliveries each and every day.

                    Our friendly teams offer a friendly and welcoming service and will guide you through every step of the process. Whether you are planning to move across town or need to deliver an item across New Zealand, our team is here to help.

                    Our movers visit more destinations than any other removal company in New Zealand.

                    Our network makes moving easy and stress-free. You don’t even need to be at the collection or delivery location for us to make a delivery and pack, organise, and store your belongings. We can liaise delivery specifications with your friends, family or staff members and take your instructions remotely. 

                

            

        

                                                                                                            
        
            
                No hidden fees
            

            
                Our prices are final and fully inclusive of petrol and GST, and all other charges. What you see is what you pay.
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                    No hidden fees

                    Moving can get expensive, especially when extra charges are added to your bill. We have made a real effort to make our pricing clear, concise and transparent. We always aim to be upfront, clear and honest about our prices.

                    We offer our services at a fair, affordable price, including petrol, GST, and other charges.

                    What you see is what you pay, so you can be sure you're getting the best possible value for your money.

                

            

        

                                                        
    



    
    
        
            It's fundamentally the cheapest way

            
                                    Wise Move movers who are already making similar trips can bid on your request, leading to the best fixed price options and lower delivery costs for you.


                            

        

    

    

    

            How Wise Move works

    
    
                    Helping thousands of customers like you find the most suitable movers for their deliveries.
            


    
    

        

            
                                    [image: Making a request]
                            


            
                1

                
                                            Create your request

                It's free and easy to create a request on Wise Move.

                Describe, add photos and the dimensions of your 
                shipment in your request — anything that you think will help, will make a difference.

                Our platform will reach out to moving companies relevant to your delivery specification in your area.

                                    

            


        


        

            
                                    [image: Van in the parking]
                            


            
                2

                
                                            Arrange collection and delivery

            Movers may ask you a few more details about your delivery before giving you a quote.

            Compare prices and get to know movers before accepting their quote by reading previous customer feedback. 
  
            Pick your preferred moving company and arrange collection and delivery.
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                                            Meet and greet

                Prepare your package for collection or if you are moving home, get ready for moving day.

                Meet and greet your chosen moving company on your collection day.

                Sit back and relax while your moving company takes care of your booking.

                                    

            


        


    



    

    
        
            Wise Move

            vs

            unwise move

        

        
            
                                    
                                                    Wise Move allows movers to find your job request at their convenience, optimizing their route and keeping your moving costs low.

                                            

                                	
                            Compare prices and get to know movers before accepting their quote by reading previous customer feedback

                        
	Prices are fixed and much cheaper than standard rates

	
                        Save time with one enquiry to reach a network of moving companies travelling along your route already

                    
	
                        Help the environment by using space in vehicles that are already on the road

                    


            


            
                
                                            Finding a moving company on listings websites takes long hours of researching, repetitive phoning, leaving messages and most certainly getting an overpriced quote for your delivery.

                        Your delivery will then be transported in a half-empty van that will return home without a backload - for which you are expected to pay, resulting in:

                                     

                	A huge waste of your money

	A wasteful journey

	An environmentally unfriendly ride
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    Frequently Asked Questions

    

                                    
                    The move isn't for a few weeks/months. How far in advance should I book a mover?

                    
                        
                            We encourage booking as early as possible. This is for you to reserve a space ahead of time, giving you peace of mind. Movers tend to get booked out fast, so the closer you get to your moving dates, the less space there will be available.
                Booking in advance helps you hold the price and avoid any future price increases too.
                        
                    

                

                    
        
            How is a Wise Move mover partner vetted?

            
                
                    All Wise Move moving companies and movers must submit an identity document, proof of address, verify their mobile phone number and email address.
    Customers publish reviews after booking completion keeping it all accountable and respectful.
                
            

        

                
            Does Wise Move provide insurance for my delivery?

            
                
                    Each Wise Move moving company or independent mover, have their own insurance policy and details which are stated on their profile.
                
            

        

                                                



    
    Resources and Tips
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                                                        Tips For Downsizing Your Home
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                                                        How many moving boxes do I need?

                        
                    


    


    
        

        

    




    

        Wise Move is the best way to connect with top-rated local moving companies and independent movers. We make it easy to find the right mover for all your delivery needs across New Zealand.


        We know how hard it can be to find a good moving company. That's why we've taken care of it for you.


        All of the movers on our platform have gone through an extensive onboarding process. With an overall rating of 9.7 for all our completed deliveries, we only work with the best of the best.


        It's quick, easy and completely free to get started with Wise Move. Just create a delivery request and our top-rated movers will send through their best quotes. When you're ready to go ahead, check out the company’s verified user reviews for peace of mind.


        Wise Move quotes are more competitive because we've streamlined the entire delivery process. Our companies get more clients and optimised routes (no more empty return trips!)- which means they're more likely to offer lower prices and better service to get the work.


        What sets Wise Move apart? We’re all about exceptional service, great prices, and flexibility. We’ll help you with everything from furniture removals to car transportation, no matter how big 🚗 or small 🐕 the job is.


        Finally! A moving experience that’s stress-free and affordable.
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            About Wise Move

            
                Wise Move is the first of its kind of a platform in New Zealand, giving customers access to reliable, cost-effective and user-reviewed service providers with just a few short steps.

                Founded back in 2017, our focus has always been on making moving as simple and as effortless as possible for both customers and the professionals they rely on.

                Learn more
            

        

    


    
    
        
            
                                    For every (wise)move
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                        TradeMe Delivery
                    

                    
                        Get your heavy-large TradeMe purchase picked up and delivered by our movers anywhere in NZ.
                    

                    
                        Learn more
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                        Car Transport
                    

                    
                        Our professional car transport teams from across New Zealand are the best at what they do.
                    

                    
                        Learn more
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                        Motorcycle Transport
                    

                    
                        Our pros take everything into consideration when ensuring the safety and well-being of your bike.
                    

                    
                        Learn more
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                        Piano Move
                    

                    
                        Moving a piano requires the expertise to ensure is kept safe and protected on the road.
                    

                    
                        Learn more
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                        Furniture Removals
                    

                    
                        Our teams will treat your possessions like they would their own, ensuring that the greatest care and diligence is taken.
                    

                    
                        Learn more
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                        Pet Transport
                    

                    
                        During the transport our teams will ensure full care, well-being and friendliness as if they were our own.
                    

                    
                        Learn more
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                        Boat Transport
                    

                    
                        Our transport teams will ensure your boats will be delivered safely, efficiently and on time.
                    

                    
                        Learn more
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            Urban farming: Everything you need to know about keeping chickens in New Zealand

                            April 10, 2024

            
        

        
            With the cost of living rising in New Zealand, many homeowners are looking at ways to reduce their food bills each week. Keeping chickens has always been popular in rural and small-town New Zealand, but what are the rules for keeping chickens when you live in a suburb or city?
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            Top destinations for boaties in New Zealand

                            April 5, 2024

            
        

        
            From sailing to fishing and water sports, we've rounded up the best places to explore with your boat in New Zealand.
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            The Best Motorcycling Events & Organisation for Riders in New Zealand

                            April 3, 2024

            
        

        
            Whether you're a seasoned rider seeking the adrenaline rush of riding or just love the history and culture of motorcycles, New Zealand has a wide variety of events that cater to every type of motorcycle enthusiast.
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            The Digital Nomads Guide to Living and Working in New Zealand

                            March 29, 2024

            
        

        
            New Zealand is a great place to be a digital nomad. If you’re thinking about switching from working in an office to working remotely or simply want to work for yourself and live a digital nomad lifestyle, this guide will help you navigate becoming a digital nomad in New Zealand.
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            The best motorcycle rides in New Zealand

                            March 22, 2024

            
        

        
            Whether you’ve done a fair bit of riding around the country or are just starting out as a rider, here are ten of the best trips to experience as a motorbike rider in the Land of the Long White Cloud.
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            How to safely prepare your motorcycle for transport

                            March 17, 2024

            
        

        
            Whether you’re moving house or need to transport your bike for repairs, there may be a time when you need to make sure your bike is moved safely.
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            Navigating the cost of boat transport in New Zealand

                            March 14, 2024

            
        

        
            Understanding the costs of transporting it from port to port or from a seller to your door can help you save money and make the right choice. In this guide, we'll cover some of the boat transportation fees you can expect, including both domestic transfers and international shipping costs.
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            Exploring volcanic & geothermic New Zealand

                            March 11, 2024

            
        

        
            New Zealand might be considered a relatively young country but our small south pacific islands have been shaped by volcanic and geothermal activity for thousands of years.
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            Working in New Zealand: How to find a job in 2024

                            March 6, 2024

            
        

        
            Whether you’re moving to New Zealand for a gap year or on a two-year visa, it’s a good idea to have some knowledge of the employment market before you arrive. This will make applying for a job and getting an interview much faster.
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            Lord of the Rings Filming Locations in New Zealand: What to visit and how to get there

                            March 1, 2024

            
        

        
            The Lord of the Rings trilogy was shot across more than 150 stunning locations spanning from the top of New Zealand’s North Island to locations in the far south. Whether you’re a Tolkien fan or just want to explore some of the most cinematic scenery in the world, here’s where to find your own slice of Middle Earth.
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            Securing Your Boat for Transport

                            February 28, 2024

            
        

        
            Using a transportation company is a great way to get your boat from one place to another without having to hitch it to a trailer. Covered transport is often a secure and reliable option, not to mention potentially faster than having to do it yourself.
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            A Quick Guide to Food Shopping and Groceries in New Zealand

                            February 23, 2024

            
        

        
            So, before you head to the supermarket In New Zealand, knowing what to expect can be a good idea. From supermarket chains to the difference in produce and prices, our food shopping guide can help you understand what to expect before you shop.
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            1% For The Planet

            
                                                            
    At Wise Move, we believe in our responsibility to do more for our planet.

    Across the globe, we’re starting to see the terrible effects of climate change. That’s why we think it’s vital for businesses like ours to play their part in changing the way we work for a greener future.

    As part of our membership, we are committed to donating 1% of our yearly sales to a carefully chosen selection of grass-roots environmental charities who are doing critical work in protecting our local nature.

    Discover movement
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            Saving Your Time

            
                                    Remove the need for

	hours of research
	phoning
	leaving messages
	and getting no replies



            With one enquiry reach a network of Wise Move movers travelling along your route already. Those who give you a quote are genuinely interested and want to help you.

                            

        

    


    


    
    
        Wherever You Are

        Moving services across New Zealand All Covered. No Hassle.

                    

    
        	Auckland
	Wellington
	Christchurch
	Hamilton
	Tauranga
	Napier-Hastings
	Dunedin
	Palmerston North
	Nelson
	Rotorua
	Whangārei
	New Plymouth
	Invercargill
	Kapiti
	Whanganui
	Gisborne
	Blenheim
	Pukekohe
	Timaru
	Taupō
	Masterton
	Levin
	Ashburton
	Whakatāne
	Rangiora
	Feilding
	Rolleston
	Queenstown
	Tokoroa
	Oamaru
	Hāwera
	Gore
	Waiuku
	Waiheke Island
	Greymouth
	Wanaka
	Motueka
	Te Puke
	Huntly
	Matamata
	Morrinsville
	Kerikeri
	Thames
	Kawerau
	Waitara
	Ōtaki
	Lincoln
	Kaitaia
	Stratford


    



    
        
            
                All Covered. No Hassle. Moving services across New Zealand — book online now

                                    
                        
                            9.7 · 
                            27,270 reviews
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                Are you a Transport Company?
                — Learn More
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    What’s happening?

    Please notify us of any violations. This information will be kept confidential and shared only with Wise Move.

                	It’s inaccurate or incorrect
	If you find it offensive
	It’s something else
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